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ABSTRACT
The Habitable-zone Planet Finder (HPF) is a highly stabilized fiber fed precision radial velocity (RV) spec-
trograph working in the Near Infrared (NIR): 810 – 1280 nm . In this paper we present an overview of the
preparation of the optical fibers for HPF. The entire fiber train from the telescope focus down to the cryostat
is detailed. We also discuss the fiber polishing, splicing and its integration into the instrument using a fused
silica puck. HPF was designed to be able to operate in two modes, High Resolution (HR- the only mode mode
currently commissioned) and High Efficiency (HE). We discuss these fiber heads and the procedure we adopted
to attach the slit on to the HR fibers.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Optical fibers were introduced in astronomy in the late 1970s and recognized for their multiplexing and scrambling
ability.1 They were proposed as a means of mitigating the guiding errors.2 Other drivers for using Optical fibers
were that it allowed the instrument to be decoupled from the telescope focus and instead to be located in the
basement of the observatory. This enabled a constant gravity vector on the instrument and also allows for
environmental control.3,4 Around the same time, spectroscopic methods were discussed to find extra - solar
planets.5
The first exoplanet around a hydrogen - burning star was discovered in 1995 using the ELODIE spectrometer.6
ELODIE was one of the first precision radial velocity (PRV) spectrometers to use an optical fiber feed.7 It used a
dual fiber feed for simultaneous science and calibration light. This method enabled it to reach an unprecedented
RV precision of ∼ 13 m/s. This was taken to the next level in 2003 by High Accuracy Radial velocity Planetary
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Searcher (HARPS).8 The instrument was housed in a cryostat maintained under vacuum, which helped it achieve
exquisite environmental stability. It was one of the first instruments to approach ∼ 1 m/s in its RV precision.
Since then, it has continued to remain the gold standard in RV precision, and has even demonstrated sub
m/s precision.9 However, the next generation of optical PRV are aiming for ∼ 10 cm/s precision, as that is the
magnitude of the Doppler reflex motion of a Sun like star due to a true Earth analogue. Similarly, near-infrared
(NIR) instruments are seeking to find an Earth like planet in the Habitable zone10 around M dwarfs. Since these
stars are much smaller and cooler than the Sun, such planets produce a reflex motion of the order of 1 m/s in
the NIR.
HPF is one of these new NIR instruments. It spans 810 to 1280 nm and uses an R4 echelle grating in a
white pupil design.11 Deployed at the 10 m class Hobby-Eberly Telescope (HET) in October 2017, it started
shared risk science in May 2018. It uses a Teledyne Hawaii-2RG (H2RG) detector with a 1.7 µm cut off, and
the optical bench and optics are cooled down to 180K and kept stable at that temperature using a sophisticated
environmental stability system.12
2. OVERVIEW OF FIBER TRAIN FOR HPF
The fixed elevation and roving pupil design of the Hobby Eberly Telescope leads to illumination variation of
the target across a track. This necessitates a stable illumination source which scrambles this variation. Three
circular fibers go in to the instrument through vacuum feedthroughs. These are for the science light, sky light and
calibration. Figure 1 shows the schematic of the fiber train for HPF. Here we discuss the entire High Resolution
(HR) mode fiber train. The High Efficiency (HE) mode is exactly the same, and uses the same fibers: the only
difference between the two modes is that the HR mode puck inside the cryostat has a nickel slit glued on to it,
whereas the HE mode does not. The telescope prime-focus end will be discussed in Section § 3. The octagonal
science and sky fiber feed light from the telescope on to the double scrambler. The dimensions of the circular
fibers in µm are 312, 375, 411 (core, cladding, buffer); whereas those for the octagonal are 299, 375, 415 (core,
cladding, buffer these numbers are not exact). The rationale for using this fiber diameter is explained in.13
Figure 1: HPF fiber train. From telescope to the Instrument.
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2.1 Double scrambler
This takes place for the science and sky octagonal fibers from the fiberhead, and the octagonal calibration fiber
from the cal bench. As discussed in,14 we found the optimum scrambling arrangement to be octagonal + ball
lens + octagonal + circular fiber. The input end of the double scrambler consists of the octagonal fibers butt
coupled to an AR coated ball lens on to a v-groove block. On the other side is coupled a 2 m patch of octagonal
fiber, which is enclosed in the same jacketing as the cryostat fiber. This octagonal patch is then spliced on to
the circular cryostat fiber.
Figure 2: The HPF V groove block with the ball lenses and octagonal fibers. The telescope octagonal fibers
come in from the left. The two blue fibers are the two calibration fibers (HR and HE). The red jacketing on the
right is the two meter patches of octagonal fibers which are then agitated.
2.2 Fiber Agitator
This 2 meter patch of octagonal fiber is agitated to mitigate the modal noise. Modal noise here refers to the
speckle pattern produced due to the finite number of modes traversing the fiber.15,16 This noise source is time
dependent and is reduced by physically agitating the fiber. The agitation forces the temporal redistribution
of the modes, hence varying the number and phase distribution of modes being traversed through by the light
Figure 3. The fiber agitator for HPF has not been put into regular use yet at the time of writing of this paper.
(a) Fiber far field before agitation. (b) Fiber far field after agitation
Figure 3: Lab tests showing the effects of fiber agitation
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Figure 4 shows the fiber agitator setup used for HPF. The fiber is clamped between a soft DigiKey clamp.
This holds down on the fiber without compressing or stressing it.
Figure 4: The fiber agitator for HPF. The fiber here is shown in red.
2.3 Splice
The 2 m octagonal fiber patch is then spliced on to the circular fiber from the cryostat. The splicing procedure
is detailed in Section § 4.1.
2.4 Cryostat end
The fibers inside the cryostat are encased in a fiber glass sheathing. They terminate inside a fused silica puck.
The procedure for preparation of this puck and the fiber inside it, along with the polishing method is detailed
in Section § 4.2.
The fibers pass through a NorCal vacuum feedthrough into the vacuum cryostat. The integration of this
feedthrough was done by a commercial vendor (CTech). This is an important process because for the vacuum
integrity to be maintained, the junction needs to be sealed and air tight. This is done by using epoxy to seal the
junction. However, a lot of epoxy would stress the fiber and cause Focal Ratio Degradation (FRD). Therefore
CTech uses proprietary process to enclose the fibers with minimal epoxy.
2.5 Calibration setup
The calibration setup for HPF consists of hollow cathode lamps, a laser frequency comb17 and a Fabry Perot
Etalon.18,19 It is described in detail here.20 As shown in Figure 1, an octagonal fiber goes from the cal bench to
the double scrambler on the V groove block and follows the same sequence as the other octagonal fibers. There
is another fiber which goes from the cal bench on to the Field Calibration Unit (FCU)21 of the HET.
3. HPF FIBERHEAD AT HET PRIME FOCUS
3.1 Fiberhead
The telescope focuses the light on to the HPF fiber head. The fiber head shown in Figure 5 has the 2 coherent
fiber bundles (CFBs), 4 Octagonal fibers (Science + Sky for each mode), and 6 spare Circular fibers. This was
manufactured by Berlin Fibers, and is made out of stainless steel and modeled after the VIRUS IFU heads. The
fiberhead is mounted in the Integrated Head Mounting Plate (IHMP) as part of the Prime Focus Instrument
Package (PFIP).22 HET has a focal length of about 36500 mm, and hence a plate scale of about 5.65 ′′/mm.
The HPF fibers are of 300 µm or about 1.7 ′′ on sky.
The IHMP at HET consists of the input fiber heads for HPF and High Resolution Spectrograph (HRS) at
prime focus. A shown in Figure 6, there is the Low Resolution Spectrograph 2 (LRS2) blue and red23 Integral
Field Unit (IFU) below that. The off axis plane consists of slots for the Visible Integral-field Replicable Unit
Spectrograph (VIRUS) IFUs.24 The HPF bandpass is from 810 – 1280 nm, hence we wanted to implement a filter
for HPF, to block visible light since that would increase the scattered light inside the cryostat. The optimum
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(a) Image of the HPF fiberhead (b) SolidWorks model of the fiberhead
Figure 5: The fiberhead for HPF showing the HR and HE science and sky octagonal fibers. The circular fibers
are spares. Currently only the HR mode is operational.
location for this would be before the light enters the fiber. However, VIRUS which forms majority of the focal
plan operates in the visible. Therefore a reflective filter would cause a huge scattered light problem for the other
instruments. To deal with this, we installed a lens made of RG695 glass from Schott, i.e. an absorptive glass.
This will be further discussed in Section § 3.2.
3.2 RG695 lens
The lens was manufactured from Schott RG695 glass by BMV Optics. This is a long-pass glass and blocks
all (>OD 5.0) light short of 695 nm. The lens was also AR coated to reduce Fresnel reflections. The precise
refractive index of this material was not available for the HPF bandpass, and hence we first had the refractive
index measured across our bandpass by M3 Measurement Solutions. Their results are shown in Figure 7 and
Table 2. The final lens was manufactured from the same batch of glass.The fit using Sellmeier coefficients is also
shown. The residues are of the order 10−5 – 10−6. The Sellmeier coefficients for the formula shown below are in
Table 1.
n2(λ) = A+
B1λ
2
λ2 − C1 +
B2λ
2
λ2 − C2 +
B3λ
2
λ2 − C3 (1)
Figure 6: The IHMP at HET showing the HPF fiberhead and slot for HRS fiberhead at the prime focus, along
with the IFUs for LRS2 and slots for VIRUS.
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Table 1: Sellmeier Coefficients for RG695
Coefficient Value
A 1.0628496
B1 0.70484958
C1 0.010106028
B2 0.55751504
C2 0.012509802
B3 638.66496
C3 88905.599
Table 2: Refractive Index of RG695
Wavelength (nm) Refractive Index Temperature (◦C)
700 1.53336 22.02
750 1.53190 22.14
800 1.53069 21.79
850 1.52965 22.37
900 1.52872 22.00
950 1.52792 22.08
1000 1.52719 22.15
1050 1.52651 21.90
1100 1.52587 22.39
1150 1.52529 22.01
1200 1.52472 22.32
1250 1.52415 22.23
1300 1.52363 21.92
Figure 7: The measured refractive index of the material showing the data and the Sellmeier fit.
These numbers were then used in Zemax OpticStudio to design the lens (with help from Phillip McQueen,
UT to ensure the system was parfocal with both VIRUS and the HRS). The lens has a thickness of 2.5 mm and
is very slightly curved to account for the beam displacement due to the lens glass itself. The lens is made to
match the focal plane for the PFIP, i.e. the HPF fiberhead is parfocal with the rest of the field.The radius of
curvature of the lens is about half a meter. The edge diameter of the lens matches the fiberhead dimensions to
help with integration. To glue the lens on to the fiberhead we used Epotek 301-2 room temperature cure epoxy.
The epoxy was first de-gased in a vacuum chamber to minimize the possibility of bubbles on any of the fiber or
CFB inputs due to trapped air between the glass and the metal surface. We first covered the fiberhead sides
using Kapton tape to ensure that none of the epoxy slid down the side of the fiberhead. This was required for
a snug fit for the fiberhead in the IHMP slot. We installed our point source microscope (PSM) with a Thorlabs
telecentric lens on top of the fiberhead to document the process and verify concentricity. The telecentric lens
gives a large field of view. Figure 8 shows the setup. Post gluing the lens we used a Teflon weight to hold down
the lens as the epoxy was left to dry over 2 days.
3.3 CFB and HPF Acquisition Camera
The CFBs are used for accurate pointing of the telescope. Manufactured by Schott, each CFB consists of about
18000 fibers of 12 µm diameter each. This functions as a 18 kpx image on the sky (Figure 9). These provide
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(a) Microscope setup to image the fiberhead during gluing. (b) RG695 lens glued on top.
Figure 8: Gluing of the RG695 lens on the fiberhead
for a means to measure the exact position of the star on the fiberhead, which then helps to move the stellar
PSF from the CFB fibers to the actual science octagonal fiber. The on sky size of each of these fibers is about
70 mas. Considering typical seeing conditions, the stellar PSF extends across multiple fibers which allows us
to centroid the PSF to better than the size of individual fibers. To do this centroiding, we designed a separate
imaging system which can image the CFB at high cadence - HPF Acquisition Camera (HAC).
Figure 9: An image of part of the CFB using a point source microscope when back illuminated.
The HPF Acquisition Camera is a classic 4f imaging system. The system design is shown in Figure 10. We
assembled this imaging system using Thorlabs lens tubes and aspheres AR coated in the HPF bandpass. The
detector used is a AVT Manta G-223N NIR detector. The fiberhead has two CFBs, and the CFB closest to
the science fiber is on axis, whereas the other one is separated by 2.96 mm (center to center). The acquisition
camera is intended for commissioning and early operations-to be replaced by a larger field of view camera down
the line.
To mount the lenses we decided to use off the shelf 1 inch Thorlabs SM1 lens tubes which can be adjusted to
compensate for focus. This made the installation easier. To improve the PSF of the on axis fiber by mitigating
chromatic aberration, we also use an 857 nm Semrock filter. This filter can be swapped out for a different one if
need be, and the relatively narrow bandpass ensures that even bright stars can be acquired and guided with the
10m HET. While designing this system we optimized to minimize the distortion for the primary (on axis) CFB,
and also its telecentricity. The distortion and telecentricity measure from Zemax for the primary CFB are 0.07
% and 0.3 degrees respectively. The image performance is shown in Figure 11.
4. FIBER PREPARATION
As discussed in § 2.4, the octagonal fiber after the fiber agitator is spliced on to the circular cryostat fiber.
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(a) Optical design of the HPF Acquisition Camera.
(b) Opto - mechanical setup for HPF Acquisition Camera.
Figure 10: The classic 4f imaging system used for the HPF Acquisition Camera. It includes a filter slot at the
stop, which currently contains an 857 nm filter.
Figure 11: The image on the Manta camera showing both the CFBs. Consistent with the optical simulations,
the off axis CFB shows significant aberration. However this off axis CFB aberration was deemed acceptable for
design simplicity.
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(a) Plasma arc stripping the HPF fiber (b) Splicing image during testing of the process
Figure 12: Preparation and splicing of the circular fiber to octagonal fiber
4.1 Splicing
This spliced circular fiber is then fed into the instrument through NorCal vacuum feedthroughs. Apart from the
scrambling gain, another reason for using the spliced section of fiber for the agitation, is that since the agitator
involves a moving part it has the potential for breakage or damage. It is easier to replace the spliced section of
fiber rather than the cryostat or telescope fibers.
To prepare the fibers for splicing, we first strip the polyimide buffer using plasma stripping with the 3SAE
FPUII (Figure 12a). This clamps down the fiber in a holder and then generates a plasma arc between three
electrodes. This step needed to be optimized to find the best heat and cycle settings to strip off the buffer. This
was followed by cleaving the stripped fiber to get it ready for splicing. For this we used the 3SAE LCC (Liquid
Clamp Cleaver). Since the HPF fibers were bigger than those generally used in these units, we needed to try
different recipes to obtain a good smooth cleave with a low cut angle. The cleaver uses a liquid metal clamp to
hold down the fiber at one end, and then it applies tension before cutting the fiber using a diamond blade and
a backstop.
To splice the fiber we used the Fitel S183 fiber splicer. This clamps down the fiber using fiber holders and
uses a plasma arc to melt the two fibers. It then pushes them against each other to fuse them. This process
has about 100 parameters that can be adjusted to ensure an optimum, minimum loss splice. Wee explored two
different options to protect the fiber after splicing. One was re-coating the spliced section using UV cured epoxy,
the other was to use a heat shrink sleeve. This is what we finally ended up using, and is shown in Figure 13.
The splice joints are protected by a heat shrink splice sleeve from Splice Technologies. These are then covered
by a black heat shrink sleeve to prevent light leaks into the fiber.
Figure 13: The three splices for HPF HR mode.
4.2 Puck preparation
The cryostat input puck for HPF was manufactured by Femtoprint. They use femtosecond pulsed laser to change
the internal structure of the fused silica, following which Hydrogen Fluoride is used to etch it. A similar Fused
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Figure 14: The fused silica puck for the fiber input to the cryostat. The fused silica puck is used to terminate
the three fibers. It is 10 mm in diameter and 2.5 mm in thickness. The puck also had marks etched on to it at
the center line to help with positioning of the slit. These are not shown in this figure.
Silica input head is used in Maroon X.25 Fused Silica was used for the puck since the fiber core is also fused silica.
The matching coefficient of thermal expansion reduces stresses from compression of the puck as the instrument
cools down from room temperature to its operating temperature of ∼ 180 K. The puck has three boreholes for
the three HPF fibers, and is shown in Figure 14. The boreholes lead up to conical openings which makes it easier
to guide the fiber into the holes. The D shape is to ensure and fix the clocking of the puck in the input optics
tube.
The steps followed to prepare the puck are :-
1. Use pressurized air or gauge pin to clear boreholes. It is important to this to ensure that the channels are
clear. It is very difficult to extricate the fiber if it breaks or gets stuck inside the puck. Note that though
gauge pins are useful, they can chip the output face of the puck, and hence must be used sparingly.
2. Hold the flat of the D parallel to the bench and insert three fibers, one after the other. Have the fibers
protruding such that the jacketing is in contact with the puck. This makes it easier to hold on to the fiber
- puck. If there is too much bare fiber, can add additional jacketing to protect fiber (Figure 15a).
3. To ensure that the D puck fits in its mount, we need to make sure that none of the epoxy drips down its
sides while it dries. Therefore cover it with Kapton tape to protect the sides (Figure 16a). Can remove
the tape after the epoxy dries.
4. Mount the puck on to the custom holder and clamp down. Ensure that the fibers are not caught in the
clamp.
(a) Fiber glass jacketing used to protect fiber (b) Inserting the fibers into the puck
Figure 15: Preparation of puck for epoxiing
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5. Decrystallize Epotek 301-2 epoxy by warming it up in lukewarm water. Prepare epoxy by recommended
weight ratio.
6. De-gas epoxy in a vacuum chamber to remove air bubbles that formed during the mixing of the epoxy
(Figure 17).
(a) Kapton tape to prevent epoxy overflow (b) Clamping puck in custom made stand
Figure 16: Preparation of puck for epoxiing
7. Use syringe to load up epoxy. Be careful to do so without introducing too many air bubbles. Apply epoxy
by inserting down the protruding fibers.
8. Once applied, slide the fiber within the puck to ensure that the epoxy percolates down in to the puck bore.
9. Tape fiber on to the clamp to hold it there, as shown in Figure 16b.
Figure 17: De-gasing the epoxy in a vacuum chamber
10. Check with bright light source for any light leaks or breaks in fiber due to micro cracks. If so, cleave off
fiber a few cm before the crack and restart the process.
11. This epoxy takes about 2 days to cure. Therefore after 2 days we carefully removed the clamp and the
Kapton tape and now have the puck ready for polishing (Figure 18).
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Figure 18: The layer of epoxy on the puck after removing the Kapton tape.
To polish the puck we use a polishing wheel with a calibrated arm for angle and height adjustment (Fig-
ure 19b). To mount the puck on to this we manufactured an aluminium polishing jig (Figure 19a). The arm
has an electrical contact which is connected to a LED. Therefore when the polishing grit wears down a layer of
epoxy, the contact is broken and the LED lights up, signalling that we can lower the arm to continue polishing.
The steps followed for polishing are :-
1. Mount puck in the polishing jig as is shown in Figure 19a.
2. To support the fiber we used Apiezon Q vacuum compatible putty.
3. Wipe down polishing wheel with distilled water and wash the polishing film with it as well.
4. Start with coarse grain (∼ 60 µm) to grind down the protruding fiber till contact is made with the epoxy
layer. Squirt distilled water to wash away the ablated material that is being ground down.
5. If there is too thick a layer of epoxy, continue using 60 µm.
6. Then smoothen the surface by using a 12 µm film.
7. After this use 5 or 3 µm for finer removal, post which can use 1 µm once the epoxy layer starts thinning
down.
8. Can apply finishing touches with 0.5 or 0.3 µm. We used the Ultrapol film from Ultra Tec after this for
our final polish.
(a) Aluminium polishing jig holding the fiber puck and a
steel cylinder for counter clamp.
(b) Supporting the fiber with lab stand. Need to make sure
that the fiber is not bent more than its natural bend radius.
Figure 19: Polishing of the fiber puck
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9. Be careful to wash the films before and after use with distilled water. It is important to this since even a
tiny speck of dust can ablate through the puck and cause scratches or gashes.
10. After every couple or so films, inspect the puck using a fiber inspection microscope. Before doing so,
can wipe the surface with a lint free wipe and ethanol, and can blow away the excess water using clean
pressurised air.
11. Every few rounds or so, also check for light leaks and cracks using bright light source. It is important to
do so since any jerk or slippage during the polishing can break or potentially crack the fiber.
The various kinds of polishing films and compounds we tried were - Silicon Carbide, Aluminium Oxide,
Diamond, Cerium Oxide powder (Rhodox 76 ), and Alumina. We found that a combination of Silicon Carbide
for the coarse grits, and Aluminium Oxide and diamond for the finer ones worked best for our puck, fiber and
epoxy combination.
5. INSPECTION MECHANISM
To inform the overall quality of the full HPF fiber train, we performed extensive testing of all of the HPF fibers in
two main areas. First, we developed an automated setup to precisely measure the Fiber-Focal-Ratio degradation
of the HPF fibers. Second, we employed a Zygo Optical Profilometer to assess the surface roughness of the fiber
polishing and slit epoxying. These tests are further described below.
5.1 Fiber Focal Ratio Degradation (FRD)
We give a brief overview of the FRD measurement system we developed to measure the FRD properties of
the HPF fibers. We refer the reader to a more detailed discussion of this system in a forthcoming publication,
Stefansson et al. 2019 (in prep).
Fiber Focal Ratio Degradation (FRD) originates from imperfections in optical fibers, including microbends
and general inhomogeneities present in and around the fiber cladding/core interface. Of interest to high resolution
fiber-fed spectrographs, FRD manifests as an increase in the exit angles—and decrease in output F/#—of the
output light cone.26 This increase in exit angles can lead the output light to overfill the optics (e.g., the
collimating parabola in a white-pupil echelle spectrograph design). Overfilling the optics directly leads to a loss
in the overall spectrograph efficiency, and can lead to an increase in scattered light without sufficient baffling.
FRD setup
In short, the cornerstone of our FRD measurement system uses a Point-Spread-Microscope (PSM) from Davidson
Optronics. Figure 20 gives an overview of the setup used to characterize the FRD properties of the HPF fibers.
We use an Alphabright incoherent light source as the input light source to minimize coherent-light mode speckling
at the output. We feed in the light from the Alphabright via a 50 µm input fiber into the PSM optical train. We
mount a motorized iris in the collimated space of the PSM to allow us to change the input illumination F/# for
the fiber under test. Additionally, in autocollimation mode (i.e., by removing the PSM lens objective), we can
precisely collimate the PSM against the input fiber, allowing us to deliver an input light cone perpendicular to
the input-end of the fiber under test. At the output end of the test-fiber, we mount the test fiber on a motorized
stage to allow us to translate the output a given distance from the CCD detector. Doing so, allows us to sample
slices of the output cone at a well-defined set of distances to precisely calculate the distance of the fiber tip
to the detector plane, which can subsequently be converted to an output F/# for subsequent FRD analysis.
To regularize the process, we developed an automated pipeline in Python to obtain a well defined test suite of
images to fully characterize the FRD of a fiber under test from ∼F/2.5 to ∼F/7. This pipeline will be further
described in Stefansson et al. 2019 (in prep).
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Figure 20: An overview of the HPF FRD setup, which uses a Point Spread Microscope to deliver a perpendicular
input light cone into the fiber under test. A motorized iris offers the ability to easily change the input F/# at
the injection end, and by mounting the output end of the fiber under test, we can precisely measure the output
F/# by measuring the distance to the CCD imager via the method of similar triangles. A more detailed further
description of the setup is discussed in the text.
Figure 21 shows an example output plot from our FRD pipeline of the final four HPF octagonal science fibers
that deliver the light from the Hobby-Eberly Telescope Focal Plane to the HPF Calibration Room enclosure
(∼40m long fibers protected in a Stainless Steel jacketing). The left panel shows the output F/# as a function
of input F/# for the 4 fibers as measured by our automated FRD setup. The diameter we use to calculate the
output F/# is defined as the 96% Encircled Energy at the output PSF as measured by the CCD imager in Figure
20. The right panel shows the Encircled Energy within the input F/# in the output PSF, as a function of the
injected F/# for the same four fibers.
Figure 21: Example FRD results of the octagonal HPF top-end fibers (40m long). a) Output F/# as a function
of input F/#. The gray-line shows the one-to-one line if there was no FRD present. b) Encircled energy within
the input f-number as measured in the output PSF as a function of input number.
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5.2 Zygo Nexview Optical Profilometer
We also utilized a Zygo Nexview Optical Profilometer to measure the profile of the fibers after polishing, and
the Nickel Slit before gluing. This is basically an interferometer and is useful to measure surface roughness and
dimensions accurately. This was done to measure the slit width precisely (∼ 1 µm) to pick the optimum one.
The final slit we installed on HPF HR mode was 93 µm wide. We also used this to measure the v - groove blocks
to ensure that the fibers on both sides of the ball lens are in the same plane.
Figure 22: Zygo interferometer measurements of the puck after polishing
6. SLIT INSTALLATION AND ROTATION
6.1 Installation
We ordered 20 nickel slits of nominal width 100 µm and thickness 25 µm. These were blackened on the outside.
The final slit that was used on the puck had a width of about 93 µm and is shown in Figure 23. To install the
slit we considered using Potassium Hydroxide to bond the slit on to the puck, as explored in.27 However this
method did not work for us. We finally used Norland 68 epoxy which requires UV curing.
The process of installation of the slit was very difficult and required a few tries to get correct, since we did
not want any of the epoxy to get on to the fiber. We used pressurized air, alcohol and cotton swabs to clean the
fibers after the slit was installed.
Figure 23: Nickel slit used for HPF HR mode
as measured by Zygo interferometer.
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(a) The dark region is residual epoxy between the fibers (b) Showing the 93 µm slit.
Figure 24: HPF puck before and after sluing the slit
6.2 Rotation
The puck had to be rotated in order to correct for the rotation of the field due to the gamma angle.28 For HPF
this rotation was about 4.4◦, this enabled the fiber to be flat in the cross dispersion direction.
If the slit image is not along the column pixel axis, the 2D to 1D extraction will need to interpolate across
slanted pixel grid. This interpolation will reduce the radial velocity information content∗. There will also be
other artefacts in the extracted spectrum at sub-m/sec RV precision, which we would like to minimise. A large
slit rotation offset also means the sky and cal fiber will be significantly offset from the science fiber, resulting in
larger PSF difference. Even though it is not possible to remove the slit rotation across a full order, HPF’s short
orders enable us to reduce the median slit image rotation to be very close to zero by tilting the physical slit.
The resultant velocity difference between the fibers after removing the slit tilt is about 40 m/s or 0.02 px. This
varies by wavelength as the PSF changes.
Figure 25: Two out of three HPF fibers illuminated showing the slit alignment.
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